Abstract-The combination of local optimisation heuristics and genetic algorithms has been shown to be an effective approach for finding near-optimum solutions to the Travelling Salesman Problem (TSP). In problem domains where the problem can be represented geometrically, such as networks and chemical structures, the combination of local optimisation operators and phenotype genetic operators bas also been an effective approach. This paper evaluates the combination of local optimisation heuristics and phenotype genetic operators when applied to the TSP. The local optimisation heuristics reduce the search domain, while the phenotype genetic operators eliminate the creation of invalid tours and also assist the generation of sub-optimal schema. The implementation of the genetic algorithm is described and results presented.
Introduction
The Travelling Salesman Problem (TSP) [ I ] consists of a number of nodes, with the distances between them given. The goal is to find the minimum length closed tour that visits each node exactly once and returns to the starting node. That is, the TSP, for n nodes, is the global optimisation problem:
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where z is a vector containing a permutation of the set {l, 2,. . . , n}, z; is the ith element of and dij is the distance between nodes i and j .
The TSP has hecome a standard benchmark for combinatorial optimisation methods that attempt to find near optimal solutions for NP-hard problems. Several methods, usually based on search heuristics, have been applied including local search [2] , simulated annealing [31, tabu search [41 and neural networks [5] . While some of these methods have been relatively successful in producing good results, hetter results seem to require the combined efforts of several methods, particularly for large TSPs. The pure Genetic Algorithm (CA) has a poor performance record when applied to the TSP. This has motivated researchers to construct GA based approaches that incorporate TSP specific heuristics including, tour construction heuristics for generating the initial GA population. tour improvement heuristics for producing local optima, and special crossover operators designed for the characteristics of i=1 the CA [7] . These studies seem to indicate that the best way to obtain results comparable to good conventional local search methods is to incorporate TSP specific knowledge into a CA.
The TSP is a geometric problem in that it can he represented as a graph. One of the problems in implementing a GA for the TSP is encapsulating structural knowledge into the genotype representation so that the genetic pperators have a higher probability of generating fitter individuals. Recently, phenotype genetic algorithms have been successfully applied to geometry based problems such as networks [9] , clusters of atoms [IO] and molecules [I I] , and molecular structures [ 121. These genetic algorithms were innovative in that they restricted the search domain through the use of local (deterministic) optimisers and also utilised innovative genetic crossover operators operating in the phenotype domain rather than the more usual genotype domain. A measure of the success of these phenotype genetic algorithms is the well-known and well-studied Lennard-Jones atomic cluster problem where all pairs of inert atoms in a cluster interact via a Lennard-Jones pair potential and the goal is find the configuration of atoms which gives the minimum energy for the cluster. From
[13], the number of local minima for this problem scales as m(n) = exp(-2.5176 + 0.3572n + 0.0286n') where n is the number of atoms. This predicts that the potential energy surface for a 100 atom cluster has of the order of local minima! A large number of optimisation techniques have been applied to this problem but, of particular relevance to this study, Hartke [I41 used a genetic algorithm to find global minimum energy structures for four atoms. An encoding method, using just four parameters to specify the four atom configuration, allowed a standard GA to find the global minimum energy. Mestres 
Genetic Algorithm
The PGA proceeds as follows:
The initial population is constructed by using, . -with equal probability, random generation or the nearest neighbour heuristic, and then applying local optimisation. In the main loop, crossover operators are applied to all possible pairings in the pool and a mutation operator applied. with some probability, to all generated individuals. To achieve local optimality, local optimisation is applied after each application of an operator, and the newly created individuals inserted into the population. In the last step of each generation, the population is reduced to its initial size by first eliminating individuals which are "close" to other individuals and then selecting individuals with the shortest tour length until the population size is reached.
In summary. this genetic algorithm differs from traditional genetic algorithms because:
The genetic pool contains a very small number (20) of individuals.
As this CA is specifically designed to search within the space of local optima instead of the space of all possible solutions, it is important to maintain diversity within the genetic pool. The more similar parents are, the'higher probability that a genetic operator will produce children that, when locally optimised, will become identical to one of the parents. Genetic diversity is maintained by not allowing individuals in the genetic pool when they are "close", in terms of common edges: All possible pairwise crossovers are performed and both the crossover and mutation genetic operators use the phenotype representation of the TSP.
* All new.individuals are locally optimised using a " three step process. A cache of individuals that have .. recentlybeen locally optimised is maintained to pre-, ' vent redundant local optimisations. .. These poinis are described in more detail in the following sections.
Genetic Pnnl
The genetic pool consists of 20 individuals selected on the basis of shortest tour length. In addition, no two individuals, with the same tour 1engths;are allowed in the pool if there is less than fifteen different edges in their tours. All individuals in the pool automatically became available for the next generation.
Cmssnver Operators
All crossover operations are performed in the phenotype space by selecting one or more cuts through the geometric representation of the parent individuals. Child individuals are constructed by recombining the resultant subtours from alternate geometric segments of the parent individuals.
There are three types of crossover operators.
x1 A random horizontal or vertical cut is made through the geometrical representation of both parent tours and any edge that crosses the cut is deleted. This results in a number of subtours on both sides of the cut. The left (top) subtours from one parent are combined with the right (bottom) subtours from the other parent to generate the basis for a child tour. The opposite operation is performed to generate the basis for the other child.
x 2 Between five and nine nodes are randomly selected and these become the vertices of one or more polygons. Any tour edge which intersects an edge of a polygon is deleted and subtours from within the polygons of one parent are combined with subtours from outside the polygons in the other parent to create the basis for each child.
,y3 A randomly sized rectangle, with probability of 0.5 centred on the centre of gravity of the nodes, is used to divide each parent into two segments. Any tour edge which intersects an edge of this rectangle is deleted and subtours from within the rectangle of one parent are combined with subtours from outside the rectangle in the other parent to create the basis for each child.
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The basis for child individuals are then locally optimised, in three stages, as described in sub-section 2.4.
Mutation Operator
Mutation is performed, with a probability of 0.15 to all child individuals, by applying one of the XI. xz or x 3 crossover operators (with equal probability) to a single individual and then performing a local optimisation.
Local Optimisation
Local optimisation of individuals occurs sequentially, in three deterministic stages:
XI A greedy optimisation algorithm is applied to reconnect subtours and create a valid tour. An important aspect of the XI local optimisation is that new edges will be introduced into the individual when reconnecting subtours. Edges not in the parent(s) and perhaps not even in the population may be introduced. This is important as. f o r n nodes there are n ( n -1)/2 possible edges and with a population size of 20 there will he a maximum of 20n distinct edges present in the genetic pool. As "good" edges may occur in poor tours they can he quickly lost from the population. Hence it is desirable that there is some means of intelligently introducing "good edges into the population. The greedy optimisation algorithm within XI performs this function.
XZ At the suhtour level, 2-OPT [2] moves are performed on suhtours by repeatedly using suhtours or comhinations of suhtours and performing 2-OPT moves until no further improvement can he made.
At the edge level, local optimisation of individuals is performed by repeatedly performing 2-OPT moves that result in a shorter tour length. When no shorter tour length could he found using 2-OPT moves then the local optimisation is terminated.
As local optimisation is the major computational overhead of the CA. it is important to avoid redundant optimisations.
Within each generation, all individuals that have been input to the XZ are saved in a simple cache. This cache is checked prior to a Xz optimisation and the optimisation process terminated if the individual has already been XZ optimised. Prior to the XI optimisation, if the tour length of an individual is greater than the hest tour length at generation zero, the optimisation process is terminated. In addition, a more sophisticated caching scheme was implemented where all individuals that have been input to the local optimiser within the last ten generations are saved and a quick access method implemented for this cache. Prior to commencing a XI local optirnisation, a check is made on the cache to determine if this individual has already heen A3 optimised. If so then the X3 optimisation is not performed. The elimination of redundant local optimisations is important in a CA that is specifically designed to search within the space of local optima instead of the space of all possible solutions, as there is a higher prohahility that a genetic operator will produce children that, when locally optimised, will hecome identical to one of the parents.
Implementation and Results
The genetic algorithm was implemented in C++ on a 2.0Chz personal computer under the Linux operating system. All test prohlrms are from TSPLIB. Figure I shows the effect the initial generation method (random only, nearest neighhour only. SO% random and SO% nearest neighhour) for the genetic pool has on the minimum tour length at each generation for the ch130 TSPLIB' TSP. While there is little difference in the numher of generations required. the execution times were 7.09.4.64 and 3.55 seconds respectively. This difference clearly demonstrates the ' h l l p : l i w w w . i w r u n i -h c i d~l~~~. d~l~~~~~~~l~~~,~~~s~f~~~~~S P L l~Y~i additional local optimisations required for the random only and nearest neighhour only pool generations. Accordingly, the method used for generating the initial pool was 50% random and 50% nearest neighhour. 
Genetic Pool

Crossover Operators
The performance of the cro~sover operators and subsequent local optimisation are shown in Figures. 2, 3 and 4 which show the input (x-axis) and output (y-axis) tour lengths at each stage of the local optimisation process. Clearly the ,yl crossover operator tends to produce tours which. when optimised by XI, are closer to the parent tours than is the case for xz and x3. This is prohahly due to the fact that. on average. x1 will delete fewer edges than xz or x3 as it uses a single cut. However, with regard to the final tour length produced by each X3 local optimisation, there is no real distinction between the crossover operators.
The frequency at which different edges are introduced into child individuals is summarised in the histogram shown in Figure 5 . The count of different edges is the average numher of different edges hetwen the child individual and each parent for the ts225 TSP. Once again. there is no clear differentiation hetween the crossover operators.
Counts of the numher o l unique (Ix). duplicated (3)
and triplicated (3x) individuals generated during each g meration for the 1~255 TSP are shown in Figure 6 . As each individual has heen locally optimised and the parents are included as individuals generated. this is a measure of how successful PGA is in generating new individuals that d o not lie within the same local optimisation "hasin" as their parents. For PGA. this stahalises at approximately 70% of individuals heing unique in each generation.
Mutation Operator
The performance of the mutation operator for the ch130 TSP is summarised in Figure 7 . Clearly. during the earlier generations. when tour lengths are relatively large. mutation is effective. However. as the genetic algorithm progresses. the mutation operator becomes less beneficial. For ch130 (minimum tour length is 6110), no mutation was able to produce a tour length of less than approximately 6150.
Local Optimisation
The performance of each stage of the local optimisation process is summarised in Figures 2, 3, 4 and 7 . The effectiveness of the caching mechanisms is summarised in Figure 8 which gives cumulative counts, at each generation, of the number of individuals fully optimised, discarded prior to A 2 and A3 optimisations and the size of the A3 cache. The reduction in size of the As cache can he seen at generation IO while the major reason individuals are discarded is clearly because they exceed the best tour length found at generation zero.
Results
The TSP problems from TSPLIB for which optimal results were obtained are shown in Table 1 . Basically, PGA, in its current form, is able to optimally optimise TSP problems where the number of nodes is less than 450. Table 2 show the results obtained on larger TSP problems where the "9% Over" column shows the percentage by which the best tour length found was greater than the optimal tour length. For the 1002 node, TSPLIB pr1002 TSP, Figure 9 provides a comparison between the optimal tour and the best tour found in this study.
Conclusion
In this paper, a combination of local optimisation heuristics and a phenotype genetic algorithm was developed for the TSP. Local optimisation techniques were used to find local minima in the search space and the phenotype genetic algo- . discarded prior to A3 optimisation because they exceeded the best tour at generation zero (Discarded 2), discarded prior to As optimisation because they existed in the A3 cache (Discarded 3) and the size of the A3 cache (Cache Size). Table 2 : TSPLIB problems that were not solved exactly within 100 generations of PGA. The % Over column gives the percentage by which the best tour length found exceeds the optimal tour length.
rithm used to search the space of local minima to find the "basin" in which a global minimum is located. The subsequent application of the local optimisation techniques is then able to find the global minima. The genetic algorithm was non-standard in that the crossover and mutation operators functioned on a phenotype (geometric) representation of the TSP while the local optimisation heuristic was a combination of greedy and hasic 2-OPT methods. This combination obtained promising results when applied to several benchmark TSPs. There are several issues for future research. Firstly, it would be interesting to improve the local optimisation algorithm (2-OPT) by incorporating a 3-OPT or Lin-Kernighan heuristic. Secondly, other geometric hased crossovers could be implemented, including adaptive variants which focused on particular segments of the tour. Finally, a parallel version of the genetic algorithm would be desirahle. Once these changes have been implemented, further research on more complex TSPs and related problems (asymmetric travelling salesman, sequential ordering, capacitated vehicle routing) is required to provide a detailed assessment of the merits of this type of genetic algorithm.
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